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AERO3D™ LIGHTWEIGHT, RIGID, INDIE-PRICED BEAMSPLITTER 3D RIG

News Release...News Release...News Release...

After more than 25 years as a leading manufacturer of underwater
housings for professional video and digital cinema cameras,
AquaVideo has stepped out of the water to release a new 3D
mirror/beamsplitter rig for stereoscopic still and motion pictures.
The AquaVideo™ Aero3D™ (Patent Pending) is designed to
accommodate cameras from DSLRs to professional video and digital
cinema camcorders. The Aero name refers to both its light weight and
the use of aircraft type construction, where the components work
together to form an extremely strong, rigid and square platform that
provides the precision alignment required for high quality stereography.
A major problem of most low cost beamsplitter units is the use of
extrusions or rods in a bolt-together configuration that often requires
substantial initial and often continuous adjustment to align properly.
The goal of the Aero3D™ was to create precision alignment through
design rather than adjustment: The all important geometry of the mirror
in relation to the cameras is defined by the slot and the pattern of
threaded crosspiece mount holes whose integrity is created by the
unitary nature of the mirror/camera mount holder and the fact that it is
CNC machined as a single unit. The Aero3D™ uses a patent pending
design that assures extreme rigidity and squareness of alignment each
time it is assembled. Weight with 14x10 mirror is less than 9 pounds.
The Aero3D™ features easy assembly and teardown as well as great
flexibility. Various camera heights and sizes can be accommodated by
simply moving the side mount components to a different set of holes on
the side plate.The elimination of a separate mirror frame, as used in
most other units, reduces weight and allows the mirror to be easily
accessible for rapid installation and removal. Further, various size
mirrors can be easily accommodated through the use of stop screws in
the side of the groove. The Aero3D™ is provided with a standard
14”x10” beamsplitter, but the design also facilitates easily switching to
smaller or larger mirrors. Fixation of the mirror, and minute registration
adjustments to the mirror geometry can be made with the top and
bottom set screws in threaded crossholes through the groove.
Additional set screws can be used to minimize vibration in noisy or
windy environments. Simple linear positioner camera mounts are
provided for quick interaxial adjustment, but a wide variety of
positioners, motors, etc. can be used as well.

AquaVideo™ Aero3D™

Easy access to the camera and lens

Light enough to hold with a finger

List Price $5895. NAB introductory price: $ 3995
AquaVideo also manufactures underwater housings for all types of
consumer and professional camcorders and dSLRs, and of course an
underwater beamsplitter 3D unit - the Atlantis3D™ - is on the way.
Press photo files available at: www.aquavideo.com/press
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